American University Neighborhood Partnership
Facilities Planning Working Group Summary
September 19, 2023

Key Discussion Points:
- Welcome, Review Agenda and Introduction
- Project Update: Jacobs Field Sound Barrier
- Meltzer Center/SCAN Update
- Summer Projects Update: Leonard Hall, Tunnel Projects, Retail Space Remodels
- AU House Updates
- Army Corps of Engineers Update
- Closing Comments and Adjourn

Summary: The September Facilities Planning meeting kicked off with a round of introductions and a welcome from the co-chairs. Following this opening, Jonathan McCann updated the group on the status of the Jacobs Field Sound Barrier construction progress as well as AU’s process for monitoring sound from the field. Following questions from neighbors, Jonathan next reviewed some brief updates on the Meltzer Center project, he also previewed some photos of remodels that had taken place to retail spaces at AU over the summer as well as renovations to the President’s house. Finally, he updated neighbors on the Army Corps of Engineers work taking place around AU’s campus.